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O

n 28th July, 2001, 17 young while
eager professionals met together to
found this Association. Here we look back upon
the 15 years of history of PISA, rich in content
and at times quite dynamic.
In the past 15 years, we have grown from 17 to
215 members (figure in 1st March 2016). We
have created a new class of student members.
In the past 15 years, we have worked on a volunteer basis and organized events on Information Security topics on a very professional
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level. There are 27 events in the last 12 months.

In the past 15 years, our most active members
could gain valuable experience in leadership
and organization, and develop various technical
skills through participating in SIGs.
In the past 15 years, our fellow members could
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benefit from the hard work of those volunteers
in the SIGs.
In the past 15 years, we have become an association in Hong Kong well-known for Information Security.
In the past 15 years, we have been able to give
something back to society, by raising the public
awareness on Information Security, such as the
annual Safe WiFi activities and the public seminars on Information Security.

We had also created our own PISA Journal and
this is the 23th issue, meaning it is over 12
years old!

I am convinced that the PISA will have a bright
future and taking up challenges ahead, especially if the association keeps its various facets – its
mixture of professional interests, friendships,
volunteerism and the desire to give something
back.
Let us organize our 1st conference – PISA JAM
in 2016!
Let us celebrate our history in 2016!
Let us celebrate the moment in 2016!

And let us toast to the next 15 years!

Congratulations to PISA for 15 years of remarkable growth - growth in membership, vision, social contributions, and credibility.
We have every reason to be proud of our association, which also means to be proud of ourselves. We make a difference!
On this “birthday” it is normal to reflect upon
the past and think about the future.

Otto Lee
Chairperson
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STOP SENDER DOMAIN SPOOFING

A REFLECTION ON

DMARC

Warren Kwok
CISSP
Program Committee

Warren is a senior telecommunications engineer in the Office of the Communications Authority. With experience in the ICT industry for over 20
years, Warren is well-known in the Government as a security expert specializing in information infrastructure security. Since joining PISA in
2006, he has published over a dozen security articles in PISA Journal.
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Forward
DMARC stands for “Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting and Conformance” which is
an email authentication standard working in conjunction with Sender Policy Framework (SPF) and
DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) for detecting
and preventing sender domain spoofing. First developed in 2012, DMARC gradually became popular
after 2013 when add-on modules for commercial off
-the-shelf and open sources software packages were
available. As the name lexically implies, operationwise, DMARC authenticates the domain part of
sender addresses (authentication), provides a feedback mechanism between receivers and domain
owners (reporting), and gives instructions about
what receivers shall do in case emails fail authentication (conformance). This article gives a brief
overview of DMARC, its interactions with SPF &
DKIM and provides some hands-on examples of
actions taken by a receiver in response to DMARC
policy.

Background
Spoofing

on

Domain

In the email world, bad actors can insert any sender
domain in the “From” field of emails for conducting
malicious activities. Over the past three decades,
this loophole has been widely exploited to spread
spam and phishing emails as well as emails containing viruses and malware.
Very often, whether
emails bearing spoofed sender domains should be
rejected or tagged as spam rest with fragmented filtering approaches employed at the receiver side.
Figure 1 shows a phishing email purporting to be
from Bank of China, Hong Kong (bochk.com) by
looking at the “From” identity field.

Review of SPF
Some IT people might argue that SPF and DKIM
have been used to validate sender domains, is there
any valid justification for developing another tech-

Figure 1: A typical example of phishing email
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Figure 2 : IP addresses in Gmail SPF record

nical solution so-called DMARC? This is quite a
logical and sensible question which could only be
answered by diving deep into the SMTP protocol
and the technical aspects of SPF and DKIM.
First of all, in every received email, there are two
identifiers related to the sender domain; one is the
“SMTP Mail From” field and the other is the
“From” field. The former is generally not shown to
end users while the latter is usually perceived by
target recipients as the sender address. Apparently,
bad actors purposely use other people’s domain to
forge the “From” field in order to lure target recipients to access spoofed emails.
Going back to SPF, a domain owner publishes a
DNS text record to tell receivers what IP addresses
and subnets are authorized to use the domain name
in the “SMTP Mail From” field. In essence, for
properly configured mail services, the “SMTP Mail
From” field should be identical to the “From” field

and hence through IP address filtering, SPF protects
users from receiving forged emails. For illustration,
Figure 2 lists some IP addresses in the SPF record of
Gmail whereas Figure 3 is part of the header of an
incoming Gmail message passing the SPF check.
As noted in Figure 3, in SPF, it is the “SMTP Mail
From” field that matters. Judging from my conversations with other IT people, I notice that many of
them think that SPF checking is based on the
“From” field domain.
For spammers and phishers, they also publish their
SPF records but abuse the “From” field. In doing
so, their sender spoofed emails will pass SPF check
in the receiver side thus hampering the effectiveness
of SPF protection. Figure 4 demonstrates the header
of an email which passes SPF check but the “SMTP
Mail From” and “From” fields are different.

Figure 3: Header of a Gmail message passing SPF check
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Figure 4 : An example of passing SPF check with domain names unmatched

Review of DKIM
As regards DKIM, an email message together with
its header is digitally signed by the sender mail server (also called the signer) to produce a DKIMSignature, which is then transmitted together with
the email text body. At the receiver side, the DKIM
-Signature provides a domain field (“d=”) which
identifies the signer domain. Another field called

the selector (“s=”) which in tandem with the signer
domain will tell the receiver where to get the public
key for decrypting the digital signature for verification. If the verification is successful, it means the
message has not been tampered in transit and the
signing domain is accountable for the message content including the “From” field. Figure 5 is part of
the header of an incoming DKIM-signed Gmail message passing the DKIM verification.

Figure 5 : An incoming message from Gmail passing DKIM verification
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Figure 6 : Public key to decrypt DKIM signature of Gmail
For the email in Figure 5, the public key to decrypt
Gmail's digital signature is at
“20120113._domainkey.gmail.com”. Its screen dump
of is in Figure 6.
Up to now, readers can readily reckon that DKIM
only authenticates the signing domain but how would
such result benefit email filtering? The merits lie in
domain reputation systems. DKIM, SPF, whitelists
and blacklists etc are scrutinized by domain reputation
systems for sender score rating. For instance, in a
domain reputation system, if an email passes a whitelist of trustable sender domains, further filtering can
be skipped if the email itself is also DKIM-signed.
Due to the technical complexity of DKIM which also

requires much more computation power arising from
cryptographic signing, domain reputation systems
tend to give a higher score or other preferential treatment to DKIM than other anti-spam techniques. In
other words, DKIM provision in the sender side will
improve email deliverability.
In DKIM, there are no requirements that the signing
domain and the “From” field domain should be the
same. Similar to the SPF weakness mentioned in the
preceding paragraphs, this will give rise to potential
abuses despite the email is signed. Figure 7 shows
a header which passes DKIM successfully but the
signing domain and the “From” field domain are
different.

Figure 7 : A header showing different signing domain and “From” field domain
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Concept of Authenticated Identifier
Alignment in DMARC
From a user protection perspective, validation of the
“From” field domain is extremely important since
this is the only sender identity presented to end users. To this end, DMARC filtering is tactfully
steered at whether the “From” field domain matches
with the authenticated domain name (identifier)
from SPF and DKIM.
Authenticated identifier
alignment in either SPF or DKIM is sufficient to
pass DMARC verification. Failing the DMARC
verification, a receiver shall take action as published
in the domain owner's DMARC policy. Figure 8
depicts how a message from Gmail passes DMARC
verification in alignment with both SPF and DKIM
authentication.

Syntax of DMARC Policy
The syntax of a DMARC policy declared through a

DNS text record is given as follows:
“v=DMARC1;p=reject;rua=mailto:postmaster
@anti-spam.com”
In this example, a domain owner requests receivers
to follow policy of rejecting all non-identifier
aligned messages (“p=reject”) and send a report
about the rejections to a specified address as
“postmaster@anti-spam.com”. Other policy variants
are “p=quarantine” which means dropping to spam
folder and “p=none” which tells receivers that no
action is required and receivers can do whatever
they consider appropriate. For “p=none”, one can
assume that the domain owner is conducting trial
tests and reports submitted by receivers would help
to dig out implementation issues or to gauge the
effectiveness of implementing DMARC. It is outside the scope of this article to cover the types of
DMARC reports, their formats, sampling and frequency of reporting.

Figure 8 : Authenticated Identifier Alignment in DMARC
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Figure 9 : DMARC policy of yahoo.com and amazon.com

Hands-on Tests with DMARC Policy

“amazon.com” for “p=reject” and “p=quarantine” are
given in Figure 10 and Figure 11 respectively.

For getting hands-on experience, I selected
“yahoo.com” and “amazon.com” for forging the
“From” field to test against their published DMARC
policy as depicted in Figure 9 while the DMARCaware receiver in use was Gmail.
The test results of forging “yahoo.com” and

In Figure 10, Gmail rejected the message in accordance with the reject policy. Turning to Figure 11,
Gmail accepted the forged email in the first place but
then dropped it into the recipient's spam box which
strictly followed quarantine policy.

Figure 10 : Test results of forging yahoo.com
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Figure 11 : Test results of forging Amazon.com

Conclusion
DMARC is a breakthrough anti-spam and anti-phishing technology in the sense that it targets at sender domain
spoofing in the “From” field of email messages. Once the “From” field can be dissected, receivers can detect
sender spoofed messages easily and can eliminate such messages based on the DMARC policy of victimized
domain owners.
In the past, there was an old saying that the “From” field in messages is untouchable. With the emergence of
DMARC, this old saying is now put to grave.
In closing this article, as an information security professional, I would like to commend Yahoo, Facebook,
Gmail and Paypal, just to name a few, for setting “p=reject” in their published DMARC policy.
Warren Kwok ■
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Ian Christofis
CISSP
Ian is a security consultant with over 30 years’ experience in
Australia, Germany and Hong Kong. He specializes in cryptographic security, identity management, authentication, and personal data privacy.
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ost-Quantum Cryptography, often abbreviated ‘PQCrypto’, is cryptography that will be
strong when Quantum Computing becomes usefully available. ‘Post Quantum’ means
‘After Quantum (Computing)’. Quantum Computing poses a significant threat to current cryptography. PQCrypto is a hot topic of active research in the international cryptographic community.
To avoid confusion, note that PQCrypto is NOT about Quantum Cryptography (see sidebar), it is
about the impact of Quantum Computing on conventional cryptography (both symmetric and publickey cryptography).

Quantum Computing is in its early stages of development, but
it is a subject of very active research. Experimental systems
are showing promise, but they have a very small number of
qubits (see side-bar) and are hence very limited in what they
can do. They are also subject to high error rates, so significant
redundancy is likely to be needed for error-correction to create reliable Quantum Computing devices, which greatly increases the number of qubits required. It will take many years
before meaningfully powerful and reliable Quantum Computing becomes available, and the cost will initially be very
high. The Quantum Computing devices that ultimately become practical may be quite different to the early experimental devices currently the subject of research. However, the
theory shows that, if Quantum Computing can be scaled up
and made reliable, it will have dramatically better ability to
crack conventional cryptography, particularly public-key
cryptography, than current computer technology. The electronics industry also has a history of developing exponential
increases in the scale of circuits, reductions in chip size, and
reductions in price. It is therefore reasonable to expect that
Quantum Computing will become cost-effectively available
within the next 20 years. This will pose a significant risk to
cryptographically secured data using current cryptographic
algorithms and key sizes.
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Sidebar

Quantum Computing
Quantum Computing devices use the
weird properties of quantum mechanics to
perform calculations. Unlike conventional
computers which are based on encoding
data as either 0 or 1 in binary digits
(abbreviated to ‘bits’), Quantum Computers use quantum bits (abbreviated to
‘qubits’) which can be in a quantum superposition of states. This is very difficult to
explain simply and it is outside the scope
of this article to do so. There are many
sources of information about quantum
computing and I encourage interested
readers to do more reading on the topic.

Quantum Cryptography

Like Quantum Computing, Quantum Cryptography makes use of the strange world
of quantum mechanics. In Quantum Cryptography, quantum properties are used to
achieve various cryptographic purposes.
Unlike conventional cryptography which
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Figure 1 : Lead time to phase out a standard cryptographic algorithm

It takes many years to develop new cryptographic algorithms,
expose them to international scrutiny to provide assurance
they are strong, develop standards, develop products, and get
wide-spread adoption. Even when new cryptographic algorithms are adopted, the data protected under previously used
cryptography needs to remain secure for many years. Experience with replacing DES with AES, replacing the MD5 and
SHA1 hashing algorithms, and increasing the recommended
key lengths of algorithms such as RSA, shows that migration
to new standard algorithms and key lengths is a long and slow
process which can take 10 to 20 years. This is why work on
PQCrypto algorithms is important now, so that we can replace
our current algorithms and key lengths before they no longer
provide sufficient security due to the availability of cryptanalysis using quantum-computing.
The USA National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) recently published a draft paper “Report on PostQuantum Cryptography” [1]. It provides an excellent summary of the issues and of the current state of research in
PQCrypto, including listing some families of cryptographic
algorithms that look promising for PQCrypto. The main body
of the report is only 7 pages, is quite easy to read without detailed specialist knowledge, and is available free of charge. I
commend it to you if you are interested in understanding
more about this topic.

Sidebar (continued)
relies on mathematical complexity, Quantum Cryptography relies on physics so it is
not threatened by Quantum Computing.
The best known use of Quantum Cryptography is for Quantum Key Distribution,
which is a way of securely transferring
cryptographic keys over a point-to-point
transmission (directly or through a dedicated optical fibre) of a small number of
laser photons. Two angles of polarisation
are used to encode the data in the photons. Due to quantum mechanical properties, any attempt to intercept the information between the two end-points will be
detected, so undisturbed transmission
proves there was no eavesdropping. It is
a form of unbreakable encryption. A difficulty with Quantum Key Distribution is that
the distance between the end-points is
limited.
Although PQCrypto is not about Quantum
Cryptography, PQCrypto and Quantum
Cryptography will both be important for
the future of cryptography. Currently most
cryptosystems rely on public-key algorithms for exchange of symmetric keys.
Quantum Key Distribution provides an
alternative way of exchanging symmetric
keys, so it is likely to continue to rise in
usage, particularly for very high security
purposes.

The NIST paper provides the following table (see Table 1)
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Table 1 from NIST report [1] - Impact of Quantum Computing on Common Cryptographic Algorithms

outlining the vulnerability of current cryptography to Quantum Computing cryptanalysis. Note that
symmetric algorithms and hash functions can effectively counter Quantum Computing by increasing key length and output size respectively, whereas Quantum Computing promises exponentially
faster cryptanalysis for public key algorithms so more radical changes are needed.
A key recommendation from the NIST paper is that implementations of cryptographic security
should be ‘crypto agile’. This means that products and solutions should be designed such that cryptographic algorithms are easily replaceable and key lengths are easily increased. Assumptions
about cryptographic protocols, key lengths, and hash sizes should not be ‘hardwired’. This is something we can all act on now.
Copyright &
Disclaimer
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opinion of PISA
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Further Reading

[1] USA National Institute of Standards and Technology, “Report on Post
-Quantum Cryptography” (NISTIR 8105 Draft), February 2016. Available
from:
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/nistir-8105/
nistir_8105_draft.pdf
[2] pqcrypto.org
[3] International Association for Cryptologic Research (IACR). Available
from: https://www.iacr.org
[4] Daniel J. Bernstein, Johannes Buchmann, Erik Dahmen, “PostQuantum Cryptography”, Springer Science & Business Media, 1 Feb
2009
[5] Wikipedia on any of the terms in this article. Available from:
www.wikipedia.org
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(ISC)2 HK Chapter
The New Executive Committee
The new EXCO was elected in Jan 2016.

The new EXCO (Left to Right)
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●

Joyce Fan (Membership Chair)

●

Frank Chow (Secretary)

●

Vincent Ip (Professional Development)

●

Frankie Leung (President)

●

Mike Lo (Program Director)

●

Martin Chan (Liaison)

●

Jim Shek (Program Director)

●

Frankie Wong (Treasurer)
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CYBER SECURITY
OF THE

INDUSTRIAL IOT

SC Leung
CCSP, CISSP, CISA, CBCP
SC has over 25 years’ experience in IT and information security. He is
leading the CERT team in Hong Kong to coordinate security incidents
and collaborate with overseas organizatoins.
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The Hype of the Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a significant technological
trend today. Gartner has placed IoT in the “Peak of Inflated Expectation” in 2015 and proposed it to reach plateau
in 5 to 10 years. While IoT attracts a lot of attention, it is
still in embryonic stage. (See Figure 1)

of “Internet Plus” which is a new model of industrial innovation based on the evolution of the Internet.[3] It has
close relationship with the “Made in China 2025”, the
Chinese version of Industry 4.0.

Figure 1: Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2015

The Industrial Internet of Things
In Germany, IoT is termed Industrial Internet and is tightly
related to the Industrie (Industry) 4.0 initiative proposed
by the German Government to upgrade the industry to
embrace IT. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) of the U.S. uses the term “Cyber-Physical
Systems” (CPS).[1] Emphasis of CPS is placed on the
critical infrastructure systems such as power, water, industrial systems, transportation systems, medical devices,
security systems, building automation, emergency management, and many other systems vital to the well-being
of citizens.[2] In China, IoT is part of the national strategy
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The Forrester Survey on IoT, 2015
Forrester conducted a survey in 2015 that interviewed 366
leaders in IT and business role. [4] It was found that twothirds of companies were using or planning to implement
asset management solutions such as fleet management,
industrial asset management and predictive maintenance.
These use cases were particularly relevant in the transportation and logistics industry (84% are using or planning),
as well as energy, aerospace, and automotive. (See Figure
2)
From the same survey, 35% respondents cited “Security
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Figure 2 : IoR applications/solutions that the respondents implemented/were planning to implement
Concerns” as concerns and 28% on "privacy” to deploy
Internet of Things technologies in the top 4 concerns.
(Figure 3)

Figure 4: Number of different executive sponsors across
the IoT life cycle

IIoT and Cyber Security
Figure 3: Concerns or challenges with deploying
IoT technologies

The survey also found most firms have fragmented ownership and lack of executive sponsorship across the IoT life
cycle. The survey revealed that 75% of organizations split
Internet-of-Things ownership — strategy, budget, technology selection, implementation, and ongoing operations —
across three or more executives. This would bring about
problems in security management. (Figure 4)
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IIoT has bring about key changes. Firstly, the cyberphysical production system in a factory are highly networked to enable autonomous and automated operations.
Data flow in the vertical network provides a lot more attack surfaces to attackers.
Secondly, organizations (business partners, suppliers and
subcontractors) involved in the value chain has a high
integration. IT systems in different organizations in the
value chain provide end-to-end support to the entire value
chain from product development to manufacturing, production and service. They communicate in real-time in
order to discover problems and faults to better optimize
the workflow.
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Thirdly one new business model of manufacturing is personalization - customers can order products with personalized features or design. The value chain becomes more
open and data flow from untrusted parties to backend production systems which has not occurred before.

Security Attack Surfaces
Traditionally industrial systems are designed with the
principle of resilience (availability). They are not connected to open networks so confidentiality and integrity are
not key design principles.
IIoT provides a number of attack points on the network
and physically: sensors and actuators, the gateway devices, the front-end interface for customers, the back-end
system interface, the API across organizations. The interfaces of communication between parties involved in the
value chain and the interface with customers created some
new attack interfaces. Legal issues, data jurisdiction and
questions of liability and protection of intellectual properties become more important.
Exploit of security vulnerabilities and insecure configuration, spoofing, eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle attack,
and DoS attacks in IT systems are applicable to IIoT.
There are some new attacks specific to IIoT:

 Authentication of large number of unattended devices
is a headache. Some use digital certificates to authenticate the devices. However, they have found to be badly or lazily implemented. Millions of IoT devices are
found to reuse a small number of SSL or SSH certificates, or hard coded cryptographic keys, leaving the
devices prone to hijacking. [5]

 Poor physical security of devices which are deployed
to the field are added vulnerability of IIoT. Attacker
might get hold of the devices and replace the firmware
or connect sniffer to it..

 IIoT as devices will stay in the field for a much longer
lifetime than IT systems. They are not always patchable when processing power of older devices cannot
meet the requirement of new software.
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Regulations and Standards
Manufacturing is not used to less bound by regulatory
restrictions except for recent international environmental
regulations such as RoHS2 of the EU.
With the development of IIoT, the manufacturing process
involves data flow across organizations. Data jurisdiction
and data protection come into play. The EU data protection law disallows transfer of data out of EU jurisdiction
unless the jurisdiction of the data processor provides
equivalent data protection as EU.
IIoT connects a web of people, objects and services, of
local and cross organizations. Interoperability and security
are of key concerns. There is a need to develop open
standard to ensure interoperability and to ensure security
issues are addressed.
Standard is also useful to differentiate the technology and
security requirements to be used in heavyweight versus
lightweight devices. For example, the current ISO/IEC
29192 standard was devised for devices with limited
memory, battery life and restricted processors that needs a
lightweight cryptography.
Currently, key industrial alliances are competing to become the universal standard. [6]

 AllSeen Alliance - a consortium with members from
technology companies and consumer electronics companies such as Microsoft, Qualcomm, Canon, Electrolux, LG, Panasonic and Sharp. It is developing the
open source framework (AllJoyn) to seamlessly integrate software and services.

 The Industrial Internet Consortium – a consortium of
large IT companies such as AT&T, Cisco, General
Electric, IBM, and Intel. It is developing use cases,
reference architectures and frameworks, and aims to
influence global standards processes.

 The OneM2M group brings together manufacturers,
service providers, end‐users, and regional standards
bodies from North America, Europe and East Asia. It
has developed a suite of standards for M2M and other
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Cyber Security of the Industrial Internet of Things

IoT applications, including a set of security solutions.
machine-to-machine (M2M) standardization.

[1] NIST (2016) Definition of “Cyber Physical System”.
Available at: http://www.nist.gov/cps

Looking Forward
Currently there is a lack of universal standard so there is a
higher hurdle to incorporate security in IIoT. It is the time
to educate more the manufacturing sector the importance
of cyber security in the new industrial revolution. For IIoT
developers, they have to be trained to incorporate security
in the design phase of products and in testing of devices
and software when it is rolled out.

There are some helpful tools available at the moment.
The Industry 4.0 Working Group has eight recommendations for security of IoT [7] and thus to apply to IIoT, too.

 Integrate safety and security strategies, architecture
and standards

 Unique and secure IDs for products, processes and
machines

 Migration strategy from Industry 3.0 to Industry 4.0
 User-friendly safety and security solutions
 Safety and security in a business management context
 Secure protection against product piracy
The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)
Internet of Things Project [8] is also an available framework to help manufacturers, developers, and consumers
better understand the security issues associated with the
Internet of Things. It tries to define a structure for various
IoT sub-projects such as Attack Surface Areas, Testing
Guides and Top Vulnerabilities.
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Just Hacker things with Jayson

(13-Mar-2016)

Jayson E. Street shared several stories of his travels & exploits
but mostly will be there to answer questions about hacking, blue
team, red team and DEF CON Groups!

OFCA Talk - 做個智 Smart 用家 安全使用流動裝置 (5-Mar-2016)
Otto Lee, Chairperson of PISA, shared with elderly people about mobile security.
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CopperDroid: Automatic Android Malware Analysis and Classification (4-mar-2016)
Dr. Lorenzo Cavallaro shared his project CopperDroid in Android malware analysis and detection.

Ethical Hacking Workshop - Deep dive of Exploit Writing (20-Feb-2016)
Orange Tsai, Security Consultant of DEVCORE, member of CHROOT/HITCON, Speaker of HITCON/AVTokyo/
WooYun, DEFCON CTF Runner-up, discovered vulnerabilities and reported to Microsoft, Django, Yahoo, Facebook and
Google. Orange is specialized in hacking methodology, web security and penetration testing.
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The Road to DEFON (19-Feb-2016)
Orange Tsai shared what CTF game is, the interesting people and matters in global CTF competitions.

ISC2 Hong Kong Chapter AGM and Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) Techniques and Case Studies (16-Jan-2016)

The (ISC)2 Chapter AGM and Election was successfully held.

Matthew Wong , Consulting Systems Engineer
of FireEye shared APT Techniques and Case
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OGCIO talk - Security Best Practices for Android Devices

(6-Jan-2016)

Mike Lo, Program Director of PISA delivered
a talk to government staff on mobile security.

Site Visit "ASTRI Security Lab" at Science Park (12 Dec 2015)

Joe Chan, Director of Security Services introduced the ASTRI Security Lab to PISA members.
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WiFi 安全話咁易 (6 Dec 2015)
The Annual Wifi Security War Driving Tram Survey
jointly conducted by WTIA and PISA was a success.

Advanced Mobile Phone Analysis via JTAG and Chip-Off (30-Nov-2015)
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"Cyber Security is Everywhere" Seminar by HKCERT, OGCIO and HKPG
(27-Nov-2015)
Sang Young, our Mobile Security SIG leader, delivered a talk
on WiFi security for "Build a Secure Cyberspace" public seminar.

Seminar on "Transaction Security of Mobile Apps in Hong Kong" Study
(21 Nov 2015)

Panel Discussion
(From Left)
Frank Chow (HKPC), Henry Chang (PCPD), S.C. Leung (Moderator),
Frankie Wong (HKCERT), Eric Fan (PISA) and Donald Chan (WTIA)
shared with mobile developers on security development concepts.
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《走出 I.T.人才荒》研討會

(27-Oct-2015)

Otto Lee, our Chairperson attended the seminar jointly by the Office of ITFC Legislator Charles Mok and HKUST Business School and shared the view on the IT career market’s issues.

Experts Sharing on Contactless Credit Card Security 《非接觸式信用卡保安專題分享》 (29-Oct-2015)
In October 2015, the security issues of some NFC based payment card had aroused much public attention. PISA reacted swiftly to gather a full house of practitioners to discuss the issue.

Panel Discussion
(Front left) Joyce Fan (Moderator), Frankie Leung, Joseph Lee, S.C.
Leung and Charles Mok
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OFCA Talk - 做個智 Smart 用家 安全使用流動裝置

(10 Oct, 2 Nov, 10 Nov, 16 Nov 2015)

PISA experts were invited to deliver four consecutive public awareness seminars in the 4th quarter of 2015. The total
number of participants was estimated to be near 1,000.
The four speakers were (from left) Otto Lee, Frankie Leung, Sang Young and Frank Chow.
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Vision
to be the prominent body of professional information security practitioners, and utilize expertise and

Successful Career

Be up-to-date and be more
competitive in the info-sec
community – line up yourself
with the resources you need
to expand your technical
competency and move forward towards a more successful career.

Many Ways

Networking

Continued Education

Enjoy networking and collaboration opportunities with other
in-the-field security professionals and exchange technical information and ideas for keeping
your knowledge up to date

Check out job listings information provided by members.
Get information on continuing
education and professional certification

Sharing of Information
Find out the solution to your technical problems from our email
groups and connections with our
experienced members and advisors.

Enjoy the discounted or free
admissions to association activities - including seminars, discussions, open forum, IT related
seminars and conferences organized or supported by the Association.

You Can Benefit
Membership
Information

Enquiry email:

Realize Your Potential

Professional Recognition

Develop your potentials and
capabilities in proposing and running project
groups such as Education Sector Security, Mobile Security, Cloud Security, Honeynet, Public Policy Committee and others and enjoy the sense of achievement
and recognition of your potentials

Benefit from the immediate access
to professional recognition by
using post-nominal designation

Membership Requirements
Membership
Annual
Type
Fee (HK$)

membership@pisa.org.hk

Full

500

Associate

300

Affiliate

300

Student

Free

Membership
Application Form:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/
membership/member.htm

Code of Ethics:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/
ethics/ethics.htm
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•
•

Qualifications

Relevant Experience

Recognized Degree in Computing
discipline, OR other appropriate
educational / professional qual.
Tertiary Education

3 years Info-Sec working
experience
Info-Sec related experience

Interested in furthering any of the
objects of the society
Full-time student over 18 years old

Nil
Nil

Relevant computing experience (post-qualifications) will be counted, and the recognition of professional
examinations / membership is subject to the review of the Membership Committee.
All members must commit to the Code of Ethics of the Association, pay the required fees and abide by
the Constitution and Bylaws of the Association
An Organization for Information Security Professionals

